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Written by Kay Fletcher
Illustrated by Emma Middleton
Published by Little Steps Publishing

SYNOPSIS
When Baby Dreamer falls asleep, he visits Baby Dreamland. His friend Eviekins Bunny and Barnie Bear are always there to talk, share
stories and create new ones. Baby Dreamer discovers the joy of listening and learning.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Kay Fletcher is a reflective, person-centred counselling practitioner who works with adults, young people and children. She has
an Honours Degree in English & History, a Foundation Degree in Counselling from Worcester University and a Post-Graduate
Certificate in Cognitive Behavioural Therapy. She is a qualified Reiki Master, a BACP Accredited Counsellor and completed the CRUSE
bereavement charity counselling qualification. She believes in nature as a co-therapist, getting out for walks and taking photographs as
a way of practicing mindfulness and finding inner peace. Kay has always written as a way of getting to grips with her thoughts. Baby
Dreamer and his Clever Friends is her first book and the start of a series. She is married and lives with her family, including a mad but
gorgeous black Labrador, on the English/Welsh border.

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR
Emma Middleton is an author, illustrator and performer. Her first childhood ambition was to be Peter Rabbit, then a mermaid and
finally a dancer. After a career in performing arts, including as a soloist for the Vienna Ballet, Emma returned to Australia to teach at
The Brighton Dance Academy, then follow her passion for picture books. She works in watercolour, pastel, pencil and oils. She has
exhibited her art in numerous galleries and won awards for her artwork. Emma combines her love for writing, teaching, music and
performing by presenting interactive theatrical storytelling sessions. She lives on the Sunshine Coast with her family and pets.
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EDUCATIONAL APPLICABILITY
Baby Dreamer is the perfect book for promoting imagination and friendship, as well as introducing children to the idea of listening and
learning. This book can introduce gentle bedtime reading.

DISCUSSION TOPICS
Read the book together, asking questions throughout:
1. Look at the cover of the book together. What do you think the story might be about?
2. What are your friends like – friends at school or outside school?
3. Thinking about Eviekins Bunny and Barnie Bear – do you have any animal friends? What are they called?
4. Do you have a favourite toy that you sleep with?
5. Can you remember what you dream about? Is it fun? Full of animals? Friends?
6. Talk about other animals besides the ones mentioned in the book and how the baby animals travel/move around.
7. Do you have friends that you listen to and learn lots of interesting facts from?
8. What do you like learning about? Do you tell your friends lots of interesting facts, too?
9. Baby animals’ names – how many do you know?
10. What did the children think of the book? If they liked it, why did they like it? What was their favourite part?
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DRAW YOUR DREAMLAND

Draw your own DREAMLAND in the space below! What does it look like?
What characters are there? Who do you want to meet in your DREAMLAND?
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Can you remember the names of these cute baby animals?
Draw a line from the baby animal to its correct name.

FOAL

CALF

KITTEN

CAN YOU THINK OF ANY MORE NAMES?
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Answers: chick, puppy
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MATCH THE NAMES TO THE BABY ANIMALS
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MEMORY GAME

How well do you remember what happened in the story? Below are six pictures from the story but they are jumbled up.
Carefully cut them out (ask an adult to help you!) and arrange them in the correct order. Try to retell the story in your own
words. Maybe you can tell it to your favourite bedtime cuddly toy!

